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With the signing of Cross-Strait Air Transport Agreement and Cross-Strait 
Air Transport Supplementary Agreement, the direct civil aviation relationship 
between two sides began to be on the right track. Despite the opening of regular 
flights will greatly facilitate the contacts between people on both sides, while 
the differences of specific legal issues involved in civil aviation between two 
sides are so many that the "three links" outcome still has much deficiency, such 
as this topic discussed here. The development of modern aviation technology 
has greatly improved civil aviation safety factor, but still can not completely 
put an end to aviation accidents. In the process of cross-strait civil aviation 
contacts, we can certainly avoid aviation accidents through prudent measures, 
however, once the unfortunate things come, the two sides will face an extremely 
complicated conflict of laws on the question of compensation. Therefore, for 
the sake of safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of relevant parties 
and promoting the smooth conduct of cross-strait civil aviation exchanges, it is 
of great significance. to coordinate the conflict of laws related to the civil 
aviation accidents compensation. This paper is a theoretical reflection of this 
reality. 
This article consists of three chapters, besides the preface and the 
conclusion. 
The preface presents the establishment of the direct civil aviation 
relationship of cross-strait and the legal dilemma related to cross-strait civil air 
transportation.  
Chapter 1 is divided into two subchapters explaining the basic issues with 
respect to civil aviation accidents compensation generally, including the 
meaning and legal nature of civil aviation accidents.  
Chapter 2 contains two subchapters, subchapter 1 studies the substantial 
provisions of the cross-strait civil aviation accidents compensation 
comparatively, such as the responsible subjects, attribution principles and 
exemptions, liability limits, the scope of compensation, etc; subchapter 2 
















Chapter 3 tentatively puts forward to the coordination approach to resolve 
the conflict of laws of civil aviation accidents compensation on the basis of the 
comparative study of the former chapters;. 
Finally, a brief summary of the full text ends this article.. 
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点。上述 27 个航点可经营客运定期航班。 
台湾方面同意桃园与高雄航点可经营客运定期航班，其余包括台北松





                                                 
①中国政府门户网站 ,海协会与海基会签署《海峡两岸空运协议》（全文）
[EB/OL].http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2008-11/04/content_1139988.htm，2008-11-04. 
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